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Drink Advisor Launches on the App Store and Google Play
Published on 11/07/13
Rilon today introduces Drink Advisor 1.2, its new lifestyle app for smartphones and
tablets on the App Store and Google Play. Designed for local city residents and travellers
alike, Drink Advisor is the world's largest database of over 3000 of the best bars and
clubs, reviewed and rated by users in more than 120 cities including London, Paris, New
York, Cape Town and Moscow. The app leverages the user's location to provide detailed
listings of the best and brightest nightspots nearby.
London, United Kingdom - Independent developer Rilon today is proud to announce that Drink
Advisor is now available for smartphones and tablets on the App Store and Google Play.
Drink Advisor is the world's largest database of over 3000 of the best bars and clubs,
reviewed and rated by users in more than 120 cities including London, Paris, New York,
Cape Town and Moscow.
Drink Advisor is designed for local city residents and travellers alike, and uses the
user's location to provide detailed listings of the best and brightest nightspots nearby.
For those who want to party at home, Drink Advisor also includes a comprehensive database
of drink and cocktail recipes.
Created as the ultimate resource for anyone looking for a great new place to go at night,
Drink Advisor is constantly updated with new venues and locations. Users can rate and
review each venue as well as check in and upload their own photos. In addition to user
reviews and ratings, each venue listing contains comprehensive contact information as well
as access to a live map and directions. Built with social integration at its heart, Drink
Advisor lets users link to multiple social networks (Facebook, Twitter and Google ) to
share their tips as well as invite their friends out for drinks at certain nightspots.
Features:
* The world's most comprehensive bar and club guide - over 3000 bars and clubs reviewed
and rated in 120 cities including Los Angeles, Cape Town, LA, Sydney, Miami, Tokyo and
more
* Browse real user reviews, add your own opinions, photos and ratings and even invite your
friends along
* Easily view the nearest bars and clubs on a map and get directions
* Find your nearest nightspot or search a location or district instead. Results are
displayed by location, rating or name
* New bars and clubs added all the time
* Huge catalogue of cocktail and drink recipes for the perfect night in!
* Twitter and Facebook integration so you can share hotspots with friends
* Save your favourite places and invite friends to a bar
For those who want to party at home or simply wow their friends with their mixology
skills, Drink Advisor also contains a wealth of drink and cocktail information and
recipes. Users can even discover recipes by selecting a 'base' drink for their cocktail
such as Vodka, whisky gin, rum and brandy.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.1 or later
* 11.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Drink Advisor 1.2 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
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Food & Drink category.
Drink Advisor 1.2:
http://www.drinkadvisor.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/drinkadvisor/id657685343
Download from Google Play:
http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.drink
Video Trailer :
http://www.drinkadvisor.com/en/video.html
Media Assets:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3mawepev9s2s9dg/kciJcJqV5-

Rilon is a young technology company, currently focusing on the creation of Drink Advisor,
a complete mobile guide of top locations where to drink, including famous bars, pubs and
clubs in capitals around the world. Rilon is producing a multiplatform product where
quality content is embedded within state-of-the-art technology offering users high value
and a smooth mobile experience. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 Rilon
Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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